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David Blair, a member and past president of TAAS, poses in his 
backyard Sky Kiva with the Uranopan, a wide-field 6-inch Newtonian 

he made during ATM workshops in 1998.

O n 
 t h e 
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David Blair
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P r e s i d e n t ’ s 
 M e s s a g e
Dale Murray

T A A S 
 G e n e r a l 
 M e e t i n g 
 N e w s
Heather Mann
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ALBUQUERQUE - The LodeStar Astronomy Center and The 
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Event #1: FIVE EASY PLANETS
WHAT: Telescope viewing of Mercury, Venus, Mars, 
Jupiter, and Saturn; new planetarium shows featuring the 
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StarWorks astronomy gift shop will both be open.
WHERE: LodeStar Astronomy Center, at the Museum of 
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Natural History, 1801 Mountain Road NW, Old Town.
 LodeStar Astronomy Center, at the Museum of 
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WHEN: Saturday, March 27, 6:30 to 9 P.M. Mercury is only 
Natural History, 1801 Mountain Road NW, Old Town.
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COST: $5 for adults, $2.50 for kids ages 3 to 12.

Event #2: NIGHT OF THE TRANSITS
WHAT: A star party featuring telescope viewing of the shadow-transits of 
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moves across Jupiter’s surface. The event ends with a triple-shadow-transit, 

permitting.
WHERE: UNM Campus Observatory, Yale just north of Lomas
permitting.

 UNM Campus Observatory, Yale just north of Lomas
permitting.

WHEN: Saturday, March 27. The shadow-transit of the moon Callisto begins 
 UNM Campus Observatory, Yale just north of Lomas

 Saturday, March 27. The shadow-transit of the moon Callisto begins 
 UNM Campus Observatory, Yale just north of Lomas

at 10 P.M.; the shadow-transit of the moon Io begins at 12:30 A.M.; and
 Saturday, March 27. The shadow-transit of the moon Callisto begins 

at 10 P.M.; the shadow-transit of the moon Io begins at 12:30 A.M.; and
 Saturday, March 27. The shadow-transit of the moon Callisto begins 

the triple-shadow-transit begins at 1 A.M. when Ganymede’s shadow-
at 10 P.M.; the shadow-transit of the moon Io begins at 12:30 A.M.; and
the triple-shadow-transit begins at 1 A.M. when Ganymede’s shadow-
at 10 P.M.; the shadow-transit of the moon Io begins at 12:30 A.M.; and

transit begins.
the triple-shadow-transit begins at 1 A.M. when Ganymede’s shadow-
transit begins.
the triple-shadow-transit begins at 1 A.M. when Ganymede’s shadow-

COST: Free

For information on either event, call 841-5972 or 261-0040.

The LodeStar Astronomy Center, located in Old Town Albuquerque, is a 
University of New Mexico project in partnership with the New Mexico 
The LodeStar Astronomy Center, located in Old Town Albuquerque, is a 
University of New Mexico project in partnership with the New Mexico 
The LodeStar Astronomy Center, located in Old Town Albuquerque, is a 

Museum of Natural History & Science. The Center includes a planetarium, 
University of New Mexico project in partnership with the New Mexico 
Museum of Natural History & Science. The Center includes a planetarium, 
University of New Mexico project in partnership with the New Mexico 

motion-simulation theater, observatory, exhibit gallery, and astronomy 
Museum of Natural History & Science. The Center includes a planetarium, 
motion-simulation theater, observatory, exhibit gallery, and astronomy 
Museum of Natural History & Science. The Center includes a planetarium, 

store. For information, call 505-841-5955.
motion-simulation theater, observatory, exhibit gallery, and astronomy 
store. For information, call 505-841-5955.
motion-simulation theater, observatory, exhibit gallery, and astronomy 

The Albuquerque Astronomical Society (TAAS) is a non-profi t organization 
and one of the largest amateur astronomy groups in the country. Its history 
The Albuquerque Astronomical Society (TAAS) is a non-profi t organization 
and one of the largest amateur astronomy groups in the country. Its history 
The Albuquerque Astronomical Society (TAAS) is a non-profi t organization 

dates back to the 1950’s. The mission of TAAS is public astronomy outreach 
and one of the largest amateur astronomy groups in the country. Its history 
dates back to the 1950’s. The mission of TAAS is public astronomy outreach 
and one of the largest amateur astronomy groups in the country. Its history 

and education. For information, call 505-254-TAAS.
dates back to the 1950’s. The mission of TAAS is public astronomy outreach 
and education. For information, call 505-254-TAAS.
dates back to the 1950’s. The mission of TAAS is public astronomy outreach 

N e w s 
 F l a s h , 
 S t o p 
 t h e 
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B r e a k i n g 
 N e w s :

M e s s i e r 
 M a r a t h o n 
 D r e s s 
 R e h e a r s a l 

a 
 h u g e 
 s u c c e s s !   

Over forty people attended last night’s (March 
a 
 h u g e 
 s u c c e s s !

Over forty people attended last night’s (March 
a 
 h u g e 
 s u c c e s s !

Over forty people attended last night’s (March 
20th) gear-up for the Messier Marathon.  
Over forty people attended last night’s (March 
20th) gear-up for the Messier Marathon.  
Over forty people attended last night’s (March 

Equipment was dusted off, vehicles were loaded, Equipment was dusted off, vehicles were loaded, 
20th) gear-up for the Messier Marathon.  
Equipment was dusted off, vehicles were loaded, 
20th) gear-up for the Messier Marathon.  

and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 2and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 2 3and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 3 4and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 4
Equipment was dusted off, vehicles were loaded, 
and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 
Equipment was dusted off, vehicles were loaded, Equipment was dusted off, vehicles were loaded, 
and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 
Equipment was dusted off, vehicles were loaded, 

the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 2the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 2 3the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 3 4the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 4and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 
the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 
and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 
the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 
and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 2and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 2the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 2and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 2 3and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 3the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 3and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 3 4and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 4the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 4and checklists were completed . . . unfortunately 4
wind checks were issued for April 17 (a wind wind checks were issued for April 17 (a wind 
the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 
wind checks were issued for April 17 (a wind 
the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 
wind checks were issued for April 17 (a wind 
the wind did not cooperate!  Complementary 

check is like a rain check, only much drier).  So check is like a rain check, only much drier).  So 
wind checks were issued for April 17 (a wind 
check is like a rain check, only much drier).  So 
wind checks were issued for April 17 (a wind wind checks were issued for April 17 (a wind 
check is like a rain check, only much drier).  So 
wind checks were issued for April 17 (a wind 

hang on to those charts and checklists, because hang on to those charts and checklists, because 
check is like a rain check, only much drier).  So 
hang on to those charts and checklists, because 
check is like a rain check, only much drier).  So check is like a rain check, only much drier).  So 
hang on to those charts and checklists, because 
check is like a rain check, only much drier).  So 

the event has been rescheduled for our “new the event has been rescheduled for our “new 
hang on to those charts and checklists, because 
the event has been rescheduled for our “new 
hang on to those charts and checklists, because hang on to those charts and checklists, because 
the event has been rescheduled for our “new 
hang on to those charts and checklists, because 

moon” observing session on April 17-18.moon” observing session on April 17-18.
The ManagementThe Management
moon” observing session on April 17-18.
The Management
moon” observing session on April 17-18.
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1 2 3
Board
Meeting
7
P.M.
(
P
&
A
Bldg.)

4 5
General
Meeting

6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Oak
Flat

13 14 15 16 17
Lowell
Obsevatory
Star
Party
(see
page
9)

18
August
Sidereal
Times
Deadline

19
GNTO

20
Summer
Solstice

21 22 23 24
GNTO
Committee
Meeting

25 26

27 28 29 30

New

Full

J u n e 
 2 0 0 4
Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

N o t e s
TAAS = The Albuquerque Astronomical       
Society.  Hotline 254-TAAS (8227).
GNTO = General Nathan Twining.   
GNTO Training = GNTO Observing and 
Training .
UNM = University of New Mexico 
Observatory. Call the TAAS hotline @254-
8227, or the UNM hotline @ 277-1446  to 
confi rm, or unm_coordinator@taas.org.
ACSA = Albuquerque Coffee Shop 
Astronomers. Contact Sammy Lockwood for 
information or visit www.taas.org and select 
sidewalk astronomy.
ATM = Amateur Telescope Making.  Call 
Michael Pendley for information @ 296-0549, 
or atm@taas.org.
P & A = UNM Physics and Astronomy.  
Corner of Lomas and Yale.
            = School Star Party.  

T A A S 
 G e n e r a l 
 M e e t i n g


 S a t u r d a y , A p r i l 
 3 , 
 2 0 0 4
7 : 0 0 P . M .

R e g e n e r 
 H a l l 
 - 
 U N M 
 C a m p u s

S u b j e c t 
 & 
 S p e a k e r 

t o 
 b e 
 a n n o u n c e d

A T M 
 W o r k s h o p
Ray Collins/Mike Pendley

atm@taas.org
The Amateur Telescope Making 

atm@taas.org
The Amateur Telescope Making 

atm@taas.org

Workshop meets the fi rst and third 
The Amateur Telescope Making 
Workshop meets the fi rst and third 
The Amateur Telescope Making 

Wednesdays of each month at Valley 
Workshop meets the fi rst and third 
Wednesdays of each month at Valley 
Workshop meets the fi rst and third 

High School, 1505 Candelaria—the 
Wednesdays of each month at Valley 
High School, 1505 Candelaria—the 
Wednesdays of each month at Valley 

north side of Candelaria, just west of 
High School, 1505 Candelaria—the 
north side of Candelaria, just west of 
High School, 1505 Candelaria—the 

12th
north side of Candelaria, just west of 

th
north side of Candelaria, just west of 

 street.  The meetings begin at 7 
north side of Candelaria, just west of 

 street.  The meetings begin at 7 
north side of Candelaria, just west of 

P.M. and are in Building E, Room #3.
 street.  The meetings begin at 7 

P.M. and are in Building E, Room #3.
 street.  The meetings begin at 7 

Last
Qtr

First
Qtr

Planet
Rise
&
Set
for
June
15,
2004
Mercury 04:32/19:04 Saturn 06:17/20:35
Venus 04:16/18:16 Uranus 23:32/10:41
 

Mars 07:05/21:24 Neptune 22:23/08:49
Jupiter 10:53/23:45 Pluto 06:26/05:07

SunRise
&
SunSet
June
1,
2004




04:51/19:13
June
15,
2004



04:50/19:19
June
30,
2004



04:53/19:22
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E d u c a t i o n a l 
 O u t r e a c h 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sammy Lockwood

T A A S 
 O w n s 
 a n 

H - A l p h a 
 S c o p e

After waiting over 2 months while 
on backorder, TAAS Educational 
After waiting over 2 months while 
on backorder, TAAS Educational 
After waiting over 2 months while 

Outreach now owns a Coronado 
on backorder, TAAS Educational 
Outreach now owns a Coronado 
on backorder, TAAS Educational 

MaxScope 40, H-alpha telescope.  
This two pound, unpowered scope, 
MaxScope 40, H-alpha telescope.  
This two pound, unpowered scope, 
MaxScope 40, H-alpha telescope.  

sets up in minutes, and provides 
This two pound, unpowered scope, 
sets up in minutes, and provides 
This two pound, unpowered scope, 

fantastic, high contrast views of 
sets up in minutes, and provides 
fantastic, high contrast views of 
sets up in minutes, and provides 

solar details.
fantastic, high contrast views of 
solar details.
fantastic, high contrast views of 

The scope was purchased with 
funds provided in a grant from 
The scope was purchased with 
funds provided in a grant from 
The scope was purchased with 

Sandia Labs, and will primarily 
funds provided in a grant from 
Sandia Labs, and will primarily 
funds provided in a grant from 

be used for Educational Outreach.  
Sandia Labs, and will primarily 
be used for Educational Outreach.  
Sandia Labs, and will primarily 

Solar shows are already planned 
for Madison Middle School and 
Solar shows are already planned 
for Madison Middle School and 
Solar shows are already planned 

Griegos Elementary.

T A A S 
 O u t r e a c h 
 W r a p - U p s
Our Educational Outreach 
program concludes this month, 
with two events planned, and a 3rd 
program concludes this month, 
with two events planned, and a 3rd 
program concludes this month, 

pending.
with two events planned, and a 3rd 
pending.
with two events planned, and a 3rd 

Please Join us on Thursday, April 
8th, at Kit Carson Elementary, 1921 
Please Join us on Thursday, April 
8th, at Kit Carson Elementary, 1921 
Please Join us on Thursday, April 

Byron Avenue SW, and again on 
8th, at Kit Carson Elementary, 1921 
Byron Avenue SW, and again on 
8th, at Kit Carson Elementary, 1921 

Thursday, April 15, at Alameda 
Byron Avenue SW, and again on 
Thursday, April 15, at Alameda 
Byron Avenue SW, and again on 

Elementary, 412 Alameda NW, for 
Thursday, April 15, at Alameda 
Elementary, 412 Alameda NW, for 
Thursday, April 15, at Alameda 

our last events of the year.  Because 
Elementary, 412 Alameda NW, for 
our last events of the year.  Because 
Elementary, 412 Alameda NW, for 

of the late sunset, a solar fi lter 
our last events of the year.  Because 
of the late sunset, a solar fi lter 
our last events of the year.  Because 

would be handy at these events. 
of the late sunset, a solar fi lter 
would be handy at these events. 
of the late sunset, a solar fi lter 

Maps and directions are posted at 
would be handy at these events. 
Maps and directions are posted at 
would be handy at these events. 

www.taas.org.

In addition, we have tentatively 
scheduled an event a Hope 
In addition, we have tentatively 
scheduled an event a Hope 
In addition, we have tentatively 

Christian School for Thursday, 
scheduled an event a Hope 
Christian School for Thursday, 
scheduled an event a Hope 

April 22, at the request of Jay 
Christian School for Thursday, 
April 22, at the request of Jay 
Christian School for Thursday, 

Harden.  The website will have 
April 22, at the request of Jay 
Harden.  The website will have 
April 22, at the request of Jay 

updates on the Hope Christian 
event.

W r a p - U p 
 R e p o r t s
2/26/04 - Inez Elementary - 
An impromptu star party was 

 - Inez Elementary - 
An impromptu star party was 

 - Inez Elementary - 

arranged by an Inez parent and 
An impromptu star party was 
arranged by an Inez parent and 
An impromptu star party was 

TAAS member Gary Harms.  About 
arranged by an Inez parent and 
TAAS member Gary Harms.  About 
arranged by an Inez parent and 

75 kids and parents attended this 
TAAS member Gary Harms.  About 
75 kids and parents attended this 
TAAS member Gary Harms.  About 

beautiful, warm night.  Docents 
75 kids and parents attended this 
beautiful, warm night.  Docents 
75 kids and parents attended this 

included Gary, Barry Spletzer, and 
beautiful, warm night.  Docents 
included Gary, Barry Spletzer, and 
beautiful, warm night.  Docents 

Sammy Lockwood.
3/11/04
Sammy Lockwood.
3/11/04
Sammy Lockwood.

 - S.Y. Jackson Elementary 
Sammy Lockwood.

 - S.Y. Jackson Elementary 
Sammy Lockwood.

- A cloudy, windy day, turned into 
 - S.Y. Jackson Elementary 

- A cloudy, windy day, turned into 
 - S.Y. Jackson Elementary 

high-thin clouds, and a busy night 
- A cloudy, windy day, turned into 
high-thin clouds, and a busy night 
- A cloudy, windy day, turned into 

of star gazing, as 250+ students and 
high-thin clouds, and a busy night 
of star gazing, as 250+ students and 
high-thin clouds, and a busy night 

parents peered through 5 scopes.  
of star gazing, as 250+ students and 
parents peered through 5 scopes.  
of star gazing, as 250+ students and 

Telescope docents included John 
parents peered through 5 scopes.  
Telescope docents included John 
parents peered through 5 scopes.  

Laning, Jay Harden, Larry Cash, 
Telescope docents included John 
Laning, Jay Harden, Larry Cash, 
Telescope docents included John 

Dale Murray and Sam Lockwood.  
Laning, Jay Harden, Larry Cash, 
Dale Murray and Sam Lockwood.  
Laning, Jay Harden, Larry Cash, 

Demos were handled by Rebecca 
Dale Murray and Sam Lockwood.  
Demos were handled by Rebecca 
Dale Murray and Sam Lockwood.  

Purvis, Barry Spletzer, Brock 
Demos were handled by Rebecca 
Purvis, Barry Spletzer, Brock 
Demos were handled by Rebecca 

Parker and Sammy Lockwood.
Purvis, Barry Spletzer, Brock 
Parker and Sammy Lockwood.
Purvis, Barry Spletzer, Brock 

3/18/04 - Eastern Hills Christian 
Academy - An absolutely perfect 
night for a star party drew 
Academy - An absolutely perfect 
night for a star party drew 
Academy - An absolutely perfect 

huge crowds and lots of TAAS 
night for a star party drew 
huge crowds and lots of TAAS 
night for a star party drew 

volunteers for this successful event, 
huge crowds and lots of TAAS 
volunteers for this successful event, 
huge crowds and lots of TAAS 

that included TAAS, Lodestar, and 
volunteers for this successful event, 
that included TAAS, Lodestar, and 
volunteers for this successful event, 

Starfi re.  Over 350 kids and parents 
enjoyed views through 9 scopes.  
Starfi re.  Over 350 kids and parents 
enjoyed views through 9 scopes.  
Starfi re.  Over 350 kids and parents 

TAAS docents included John 
enjoyed views through 9 scopes.  
TAAS docents included John 
enjoyed views through 9 scopes.  

Laning, Jay Harden, Larry Cash, 
TAAS docents included John 
Laning, Jay Harden, Larry Cash, 
TAAS docents included John 

Dale Murray, Sammy Lockwood, 
Laning, Jay Harden, Larry Cash, 
Dale Murray, Sammy Lockwood, 
Laning, Jay Harden, Larry Cash, 

Rebecca Purvis, Barry Spletzer, 
Dale Murray, Sammy Lockwood, 
Rebecca Purvis, Barry Spletzer, 
Dale Murray, Sammy Lockwood, 

Brock Parker and Bob Hufnagel.
Rebecca Purvis, Barry Spletzer, 
Brock Parker and Bob Hufnagel.
Rebecca Purvis, Barry Spletzer, 

Additional photos of these events 
are at www.taas.org/education/
Additional photos of these events 
are at www.taas.org/education/
Additional photos of these events 

Jay Harden (left) works the crowd

Dale Murray (left) handles the long line at SY Jackson 
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T A A S 
 R e p o r t s 
 & 
 N o t i c e sT A A S 
 R e p o r t s 
 & 
 N o t i c e s
Shannon Mann

L o c a t i o n , 
 L o c a t i o n , 
 L o c a t i o n

• Chaco Canyon•         
 6185’ elevation 6185’ elevation

• Chaco Canyon•         
 6185’ elevation

• Chaco Canyon•         

 Latitude Latitude  Longitude
 36˚ 01’ 50”N     107˚ 54’ 36”W 36˚ 01’ 50”N     107˚ 54’ 36”W

 Longitude
 36˚ 01’ 50”N     107˚ 54’ 36”W

 Longitude

 36.03˚   36.03˚   -107.91˚
 36˚ 1.83’ 36˚ 1.83’  -107˚ 54.60’

• Oak Flat•                    
 7680’ elevation 7680’ elevation
 Latitude Latitude  Longitude
 34˚ 59’ 48”N 34˚ 59’ 48”N  106˚ 19’ 17”W

 Longitude
 106˚ 19’ 17”W
 Longitude

 34.99˚ 34.99˚  -106.32˚
 34˚ 59.80’ 34˚ 59.80’  -106˚ 19.28’

• UNM Campus Observatory•
 5180’ elevaton 5180’ elevaton

• UNM Campus Observatory•
 5180’ elevaton

• UNM Campus Observatory•

 Latitude Latitude  Longitude
 35˚ 5’ 29”N 35˚ 5’ 29”N  106˚ 37’ 17”W

 Longitude
 106˚ 37’ 17”W
 Longitude

 35.09˚ 35.09˚  -106.62˚
 35˚ 5.48’ 35˚ 5.48’  -106˚ 37.29’

To convert from Degrees, Minutes, 
Seconds:
To convert from Degrees, Minutes, 
Seconds:
To convert from Degrees, Minutes, 

Divide seconds by 60, then add 
minutes, then divide by 60 again.
Divide seconds by 60, then add 
minutes, then divide by 60 again.
Divide seconds by 60, then add 

For security reasons, GNTO location 
minutes, then divide by 60 again.
For security reasons, GNTO location 
minutes, then divide by 60 again.

is available by request only, so please 
For security reasons, GNTO location 
is available by request only, so please 
For security reasons, GNTO location 

contact Pete Eschman for GNTO 
is available by request only, so please 
contact Pete Eschman for GNTO 
is available by request only, so please 

information.
Courtesy Pete Eschman

D i a l 
 2 5 4 - T A A S 
 f o r 
 U p d a t e s
The TAAS hotline is now bigger and 
better!  The hotline  now offers updates 
The TAAS hotline is now bigger and 
better!  The hotline  now offers updates 
The TAAS hotline is now bigger and 

on TAAS monthly meetings (press 1), 
better!  The hotline  now offers updates 
on TAAS monthly meetings (press 1), 
better!  The hotline  now offers updates 

TAAS special events (press 2), and TAAS 
on TAAS monthly meetings (press 1), 
TAAS special events (press 2), and TAAS 
on TAAS monthly meetings (press 1), 

school star parties (press 3).  If you have 
TAAS special events (press 2), and TAAS 
school star parties (press 3).  If you have 
TAAS special events (press 2), and TAAS 

a special TAAS event that you would like 
school star parties (press 3).  If you have 
a special TAAS event that you would like 
school star parties (press 3).  If you have 

to announce on the hotline, e-mail your 
a special TAAS event that you would like 
to announce on the hotline, e-mail your 
a special TAAS event that you would like 

announcement to sammy@taas.org

M e m b e r s h i p 
 S e r v i c e sM e m b e r s h i p 
 S e r v i c e sM e m b e r s h i p 
 S e r v i c e sM e m b e r s h i p 
 S e r v i c e s

P.O. Box 50581  Albuquerque, NMP.O. Box 50581  Albuquerque, NMP.O. Box 50581  Albuquerque, NM

E d i t o r ’ s 
 N o t e
Please note that the deadline for the June 2004 
issue of the Sidereal Times will be Friday, April 
16th, as the fi nished manuscript must be at 

will be Friday, April 
16th, as the fi nished manuscript must be at 

will be Friday, April 

the printers before Monday, April 19th,  so 
16th, as the fi nished manuscript must be at 
the printers before Monday, April 19th,  so 
16th, as the fi nished manuscript must be at 

that you will receive it by e-mail that day or 
the printers before Monday, April 19th,  so 
that you will receive it by e-mail that day or 
the printers before Monday, April 19th,  so 

by s-nail mail the following Saturday.  My e-
that you will receive it by e-mail that day or 
by s-nail mail the following Saturday.  My e-
that you will receive it by e-mail that day or 

mail address is editor@taas.org.
by s-nail mail the following Saturday.  My e-
mail address is editor@taas.org.
by s-nail mail the following Saturday.  My e-

U N M 
 R e p o r tU N M 
 R e p o r tU N M 
 R e p o r tU N M 
 R e p o r t
Jay Harden, UNM Campus Observatory Jay Harden, UNM Campus Observatory Jay Harden, UNM Campus Observatory 

Coordinator
unm_coord@taas.org

20 Feb: Becky and I arrived around
6:00P.M. under 100% clouds.  Around 

 Becky and I arrived around
6:00P.M. under 100% clouds.  Around 

 Becky and I arrived around

7:15 P.M. we gave up and left.

27 Feb:  Same results as the 20th.

5 Mar: A clear but a cool night.  We 
had 12 viewers.  Docents: Becky, Dale 

 A clear but a cool night.  We 
had 12 viewers.  Docents: Becky, Dale 

 A clear but a cool night.  We 

& Jay.

12 Mar:  Mostly cloudy all day but 
started to clear around 6.00 P.M.  By 

  Mostly cloudy all day but 
started to clear around 6.00 P.M.  By 

  Mostly cloudy all day but 

7:30 it was mostly clear with a breeze.  
started to clear around 6.00 P.M.  By 
7:30 it was mostly clear with a breeze.  
started to clear around 6.00 P.M.  By 

We had 11 viewers.  By 8:30 it was 
7:30 it was mostly clear with a breeze.  
We had 11 viewers.  By 8:30 it was 
7:30 it was mostly clear with a breeze.  

100% cloudy again so we departed.  
We had 11 viewers.  By 8:30 it was 
100% cloudy again so we departed.  
We had 11 viewers.  By 8:30 it was 

Docents.  Dale, Becky & Jay. 
100% cloudy again so we departed.  
Docents.  Dale, Becky & Jay. 
100% cloudy again so we departed.  

L o s s 
 i n 
 L o n g t i m e 


M e m b e r ’ s 
 F a m i l y
I regret to inform everyone that Mark 

M e m b e r ’ s 
 F a m i l y
I regret to inform everyone that Mark 

M e m b e r ’ s 
 F a m i l y

Nagrodsky’s wife of 27 years, Martha, 
I regret to inform everyone that Mark 
Nagrodsky’s wife of 27 years, Martha, 
I regret to inform everyone that Mark 

lost her battle with cancer this last 
Nagrodsky’s wife of 27 years, Martha, 
lost her battle with cancer this last 
Nagrodsky’s wife of 27 years, Martha, 

weekend. As you can imagine, Mark 
is devastated. He asked me to pass 
weekend. As you can imagine, Mark 
is devastated. He asked me to pass 
weekend. As you can imagine, Mark 

along the news to TAAS members on 
is devastated. He asked me to pass 
along the news to TAAS members on 
is devastated. He asked me to pass 

his behalf.
along the news to TAAS members on 
his behalf.
along the news to TAAS members on 

Services were held at the Jehovah’s 
Witness Kingdom Hall on Los Lentes 
Road in Los Lunas. You are welcome 
Witness Kingdom Hall on Los Lentes 
Road in Los Lunas. You are welcome 
Witness Kingdom Hall on Los Lentes 

to make a donation to support the 
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building of a Kingdom Hall in Belen. 
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Belen Congregation of Jehovah’s 
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c/o Tim Black
Witnesses Building Fund
c/o Tim Black
Witnesses Building Fund

505 South 12th Street
Belen NM 87002
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NM Astronomical, on hold for the past 
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3 months to care for his wife around 
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Barry Spletzer
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A w a r d 
 W i n n e r ?

While I was out at GNTO I did a short 
digital movie entitled “Searching 
for ET”. This is kind of a hobby of 
digital movie entitled “Searching 
for ET”. This is kind of a hobby of 
digital movie entitled “Searching 
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that time I should have plenty of free 
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date and time.
tickets. I will let you know the exact 
date and time.
tickets. I will let you know the exact 

John Sefick
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N A S A ’ s 
 S p a c e 
 P l a c e

S c i e n c e c r a f t
Patrick L. Barry and Tony Phillips

Probes that can distinguish between “interesting” 
things and “boring” things are vital for deep space 
Probes that can distinguish between “interesting” 
things and “boring” things are vital for deep space 
Probes that can distinguish between “interesting” 

exploration, say JPL scientists.
things and “boring” things are vital for deep space 
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things and “boring” things are vital for deep space 

Along with his colleagues in NASA’s Space 
Technology 6 Project (ST6), JPL’s Steven Chien 
Along with his colleagues in NASA’s Space 
Technology 6 Project (ST6), JPL’s Steven Chien 
Along with his colleagues in NASA’s Space 

is working to develop an artifi cial intelligence 
Technology 6 Project (ST6), JPL’s Steven Chien 
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technology that does just that.  They call it the 
is working to develop an artifi cial intelligence 
technology that does just that.  They call it the 
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Autonomous Sciencecraft Experiment, and it’s 
technology that does just that.  They call it the 
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technology that does just that.  They call it the 

one of many next-generation satellite technologies 
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emerging from NASA’s New Millennium 
one of many next-generation satellite technologies 
emerging from NASA’s New Millennium 
one of many next-generation satellite technologies 

Program.

As humanity expands its exploration of the outer 
solar system-or even neighboring solar systems!-
As humanity expands its exploration of the outer 
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the probes we send suffer from two unavoidable 
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mission to Pluto, for example. 
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Second, the great distance also 
meansthat data beamed back by the 
Second, the great distance also 
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probe trickles to Earth at a lower 
meansthat data beamed back by the 
probe trickles to Earth at a lower 
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bandwidth-often much less than 
probe trickles to Earth at a lower 
bandwidth-often much less than 
probe trickles to Earth at a lower 

an old 28.8 kbps modem.  Waiting 
for hundreds or thousands of 
an old 28.8 kbps modem.  Waiting 
for hundreds or thousands of 
an old 28.8 kbps modem.  Waiting 

multi-megabyte scientifi c images to 
download could take weeks.  And 
multi-megabyte scientifi c images to 
download could take weeks.  And 
multi-megabyte scientifi c images to 

often many of those images will 
be “boring,” that is, they won’t 
often many of those images will 
be “boring,” that is, they won’t 
often many of those images will 

contain anything new or important 
be “boring,” that is, they won’t 
contain anything new or important 
be “boring,” that is, they won’t 

for scientists to puzzle over.  That’s 
contain anything new or important 
for scientists to puzzle over.  That’s 
contain anything new or important 

certainly not the most effi cient way of 
for scientists to puzzle over.  That’s 
certainly not the most effi cient way of 
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using a multi-million dollar probe.
certainly not the most effi cient way of 
using a multi-million dollar probe.
certainly not the most effi cient way of 

Even worse, what if one of those 
images showed something extremely 
“interesting”-a rare event like a 
images showed something extremely 
“interesting”-a rare event like a 
images showed something extremely 

volcanic eruption or an unexpected 
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By the time scientists see the images, 
feature like glaciers of methane ice?  
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feature like glaciers of methane ice?  

hours or days would have passed, 
By the time scientists see the images, 
hours or days would have passed, 
By the time scientists see the images, 

and it may be too late to tell the probe 
hours or days would have passed, 
and it may be too late to tell the probe 
hours or days would have passed, 

to take a closer look.
and it may be too late to tell the probe 
to take a closer look.
and it may be too late to tell the probe 

But how can a probe’s computer brain possibly 
decide what’s “interesting” to scientists and what’s 
But how can a probe’s computer brain possibly 
decide what’s “interesting” to scientists and what’s 
But how can a probe’s computer brain possibly 

not?

“What you really want is a probe that can identify 
changes or unique features and focus on those 
“What you really want is a probe that can identify 
changes or unique features and focus on those 
“What you really want is a probe that can identify 

things on its own, rather than just taking images 
changes or unique features and focus on those 
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indiscriminately,” says Arthur Chmielewski, one 
things on its own, rather than just taking images 
indiscriminately,” says Arthur Chmielewski, one 
things on its own, rather than just taking images 

of Chien’s colleagues at JPL.
indiscriminately,” says Arthur Chmielewski, one 
of Chien’s colleagues at JPL.
indiscriminately,” says Arthur Chmielewski, one 

Indeed, that’s what Chien’s software does. It looks 
for things that change. A mission to Jupiter’s 
icy moon Europa, for instance, might zero in on 
for things that change. A mission to Jupiter’s 
icy moon Europa, for instance, might zero in on 
for things that change. A mission to Jupiter’s 

newly-formed cracks in the ice.  Using artifi cial 
icy moon Europa, for instance, might zero in on 
newly-formed cracks in the ice.  Using artifi cial 
icy moon Europa, for instance, might zero in on 

intelligence to set priorities, the probe could 
newly-formed cracks in the ice.  Using artifi cial 
intelligence to set priorities, the probe could 
newly-formed cracks in the ice.  Using artifi cial 

capture a complete movie of growing fractures 
intelligence to set priorities, the probe could 
capture a complete movie of growing fractures 
intelligence to set priorities, the probe could 

rather than a single haphazard snapshot.
capture a complete movie of growing fractures 
rather than a single haphazard snapshot.
capture a complete movie of growing fractures 

Until scientists can actually travel to deep space 
and explore distant worlds in person, they’ll need 
Until scientists can actually travel to deep space 
and explore distant worlds in person, they’ll need 
Until scientists can actually travel to deep space 

spacecraft “out there” that can do some of the 
and explore distant worlds in person, they’ll need 
spacecraft “out there” that can do some of the 
and explore distant worlds in person, they’ll need 

thinking for them. Sciencecraft is leading the way.
spacecraft “out there” that can do some of the 
thinking for them. Sciencecraft is leading the way.
spacecraft “out there” that can do some of the 

Learn more about Sciencecraft at nmp.nasa.gov/
st6.  Kids can make a “Star Finder” for this month 
Learn more about Sciencecraft at nmp.nasa.gov/
st6.  Kids can make a “Star Finder” for this month 
Learn more about Sciencecraft at nmp.nasa.gov/

and learn about another of the ST6 technologies at 
spaceplace.nasa.gov st6starfi nder/st6starfi nder.htm 
and learn about another of the ST6 technologies at 
spaceplace.nasa.gov st6starfi nder/st6starfi nder.htm 
and learn about another of the ST6 technologies at 

.

The Autonomous Sciencecraft technology that will be tested as part of 
NASA’s Space Technology 6 mission will use artificial intelligence to 

select and transmit only the scientifically significant images.
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The fourth semi-annual Southern New Mexico Star Party is only 
four weeks and one day off. This dark sky event is held at City 
The fourth semi-annual Southern New Mexico Star Party is only 
four weeks and one day off. This dark sky event is held at City 
The fourth semi-annual Southern New Mexico Star Party is only 

of Rocks State Park which we feel is the darkest state park in 
four weeks and one day off. This dark sky event is held at City 
of Rocks State Park which we feel is the darkest state park in 
four weeks and one day off. This dark sky event is held at City 

southwestern New Mexico.
of Rocks State Park which we feel is the darkest state park in 
southwestern New Mexico.
of Rocks State Park which we feel is the darkest state park in 

Registration forms are available on line at www.Astronomy-
National-Public-Observatory.orgor e-mail me at jgilkiso@zianet.com 
Registration forms are available on line at www.Astronomy-
National-Public-Observatory.orgor e-mail me at jgilkiso@zianet.com 
Registration forms are available on line at www.Astronomy-

and I will send you a current newsletter which has a registration 
National-Public-Observatory.orgor e-mail me at jgilkiso@zianet.com 
and I will send you a current newsletter which has a registration 
National-Public-Observatory.orgor e-mail me at jgilkiso@zianet.com 

form included with it.
and I will send you a current newsletter which has a registration 
form included with it.
and I will send you a current newsletter which has a registration 

The SNMSP runs for three days from Thursday April 15th ending 
at noon on Sunday April 18th.  We hold the event in the reservation 
The SNMSP runs for three days from Thursday April 15th ending 
at noon on Sunday April 18th.  We hold the event in the reservation 
The SNMSP runs for three days from Thursday April 15th ending 

area which has several camp sites, gets us away other campers, and 
at noon on Sunday April 18th.  We hold the event in the reservation 
area which has several camp sites, gets us away other campers, and 
at noon on Sunday April 18th.  We hold the event in the reservation 

has a clear southern horizon. We also have a large pravillion at the 
area which has several camp sites, gets us away other campers, and 
has a clear southern horizon. We also have a large pravillion at the 
area which has several camp sites, gets us away other campers, and 

site which gives us a area where we store our gear incase it rains. 
has a clear southern horizon. We also have a large pravillion at the 
site which gives us a area where we store our gear incase it rains. 
has a clear southern horizon. We also have a large pravillion at the 

Electric sites are a few hundred feet down the road if you want 
site which gives us a area where we store our gear incase it rains. 
Electric sites are a few hundred feet down the road if you want 
site which gives us a area where we store our gear incase it rains. 

RV it. We collect for camping or day use for the event and badge 
Electric sites are a few hundred feet down the road if you want 
RV it. We collect for camping or day use for the event and badge 
Electric sites are a few hundred feet down the road if you want 

vehicles and attendees for the event.
RV it. We collect for camping or day use for the event and badge 
vehicles and attendees for the event.
RV it. We collect for camping or day use for the event and badge 

Hope we see you there.

John Gilkison
NPO President
John Gilkison
NPO President
John Gilkison
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 O B S E R V A T O R Y 
 A N N O U N C E S 

2 N D 
 A N N U A L 
 S T A R 
 P A R T Y

When: June 17-20, 2004
Where: Lowell Observatory 
1400 W. Mars Hill Road, Flagstaff, Arizona
Where: Lowell Observatory 
1400 W. Mars Hill Road, Flagstaff, Arizona
Where: Lowell Observatory 

Full details: http://kraken.lowell.edu
1400 W. Mars Hill Road, Flagstaff, Arizona
Full details: http://kraken.lowell.edu
1400 W. Mars Hill Road, Flagstaff, Arizona

The Lowell Observatory Star Party II unfolds from June 17-20 at the 
Observatory’s Mars Hill campus with observing at nearby Arizona 
The Lowell Observatory Star Party II unfolds from June 17-20 at the 
Observatory’s Mars Hill campus with observing at nearby Arizona 
The Lowell Observatory Star Party II unfolds from June 17-20 at the 

Snowbowl. Highlights include observing on the 24” Clark Telescope, 
Observatory’s Mars Hill campus with observing at nearby Arizona 
Snowbowl. Highlights include observing on the 24” Clark Telescope, 
Observatory’s Mars Hill campus with observing at nearby Arizona 

tours of the U.S. Naval Observatory and Lowell Observatory’s 
Snowbowl. Highlights include observing on the 24” Clark Telescope, 
tours of the U.S. Naval Observatory and Lowell Observatory’s 
Snowbowl. Highlights include observing on the 24” Clark Telescope, 

Anderson Mesa dark sky research site, special talks by astronomers, an 
tours of the U.S. Naval Observatory and Lowell Observatory’s 
Anderson Mesa dark sky research site, special talks by astronomers, an 
tours of the U.S. Naval Observatory and Lowell Observatory’s 

astronomy marketplace, and Lowell’s spectacular multimedia show.
Anderson Mesa dark sky research site, special talks by astronomers, an 
astronomy marketplace, and Lowell’s spectacular multimedia show.
Anderson Mesa dark sky research site, special talks by astronomers, an 

Kenneth Herkenhoff from USGS will present “Mars Rovers,” with the 
latest from Spirit and Opportunity, by a U.S. Geological Survey scientist 
Kenneth Herkenhoff from USGS will present “Mars Rovers,” with the 
latest from Spirit and Opportunity, by a U.S. Geological Survey scientist 
Kenneth Herkenhoff from USGS will present “Mars Rovers,” with the 

directly involved. Talks by Lowell astronomers will include: “Recent 
latest from Spirit and Opportunity, by a U.S. Geological Survey scientist 
directly involved. Talks by Lowell astronomers will include: “Recent 
latest from Spirit and Opportunity, by a U.S. Geological Survey scientist 

Comets,” hear about two 2004 comets by expert David Schleicher; 
directly involved. Talks by Lowell astronomers will include: “Recent 
Comets,” hear about two 2004 comets by expert David Schleicher; 
directly involved. Talks by Lowell astronomers will include: “Recent 

“Killer Asteroids,” by Brian Skiff, an update on the productive Lowell 
Comets,” hear about two 2004 comets by expert David Schleicher; 
“Killer Asteroids,” by Brian Skiff, an update on the productive Lowell 
Comets,” hear about two 2004 comets by expert David Schleicher; 

Observatory Near-Earth Asteroid Search; “Our Variable Sun,” an 
“Killer Asteroids,” by Brian Skiff, an update on the productive Lowell 
Observatory Near-Earth Asteroid Search; “Our Variable Sun,” an 
“Killer Asteroids,” by Brian Skiff, an update on the productive Lowell 

introduction to the seething world behind our Sun’s steady light by 
Observatory Near-Earth Asteroid Search; “Our Variable Sun,” an 
introduction to the seething world behind our Sun’s steady light by 
Observatory Near-Earth Asteroid Search; “Our Variable Sun,” an 

Jeffrey Hall; and “Big Stars in Small Galaxies,” by Deidre Hunter, 
introduction to the seething world behind our Sun’s steady light by 
Jeffrey Hall; and “Big Stars in Small Galaxies,” by Deidre Hunter, 
introduction to the seething world behind our Sun’s steady light by 

with current research on effects of massive stars on dwarf galaxies. 
Jeffrey Hall; and “Big Stars in Small Galaxies,” by Deidre Hunter, 
with current research on effects of massive stars on dwarf galaxies. 
Jeffrey Hall; and “Big Stars in Small Galaxies,” by Deidre Hunter, 

Project manager Thomas Sebring will present “The Discovery Channel 
with current research on effects of massive stars on dwarf galaxies. 
Project manager Thomas Sebring will present “The Discovery Channel 
with current research on effects of massive stars on dwarf galaxies. 

Telescope at Lowell Observatory,” a behind-the-scenes look at building 
Project manager Thomas Sebring will present “The Discovery Channel 
Telescope at Lowell Observatory,” a behind-the-scenes look at building 
Project manager Thomas Sebring will present “The Discovery Channel 

the new 4.3-meter, $30,000,000 versatile instrument.
Telescope at Lowell Observatory,” a behind-the-scenes look at building 
the new 4.3-meter, $30,000,000 versatile instrument.
Telescope at Lowell Observatory,” a behind-the-scenes look at building 

Detailed information is available at http://kraken.lowell.edu. Mark 
your calendar, and please consider attending the event.
Detailed information is available at http://kraken.lowell.edu. Mark 
your calendar, and please consider attending the event.
Detailed information is available at http://kraken.lowell.edu. Mark 

Contact:
Russell Tweed
Lowell Observatory
928-774-3358
Russell.Tweed@lowell.edu
www.lowell.edu
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The 2004 Desert Sunset Star Party will be held at the Caballo Loco Ranch, 
about 11.5 miles south of Three Points, AZ, on Rt. 286, and then east for 8 
miles. This RV ranch is in a secluded area of Arizona with dark skies. The 
telescopes of Kitt Peak are in clear view to the west. The DSSP begins on 
Thursday night and runs through Saturday night. We will have a speaker 
telescopes of Kitt Peak are in clear view to the west. The DSSP begins on 
Thursday night and runs through Saturday night. We will have a speaker 
telescopes of Kitt Peak are in clear view to the west. The DSSP begins on 

on both Friday and Saturday evenings along with door prize giveaways. 
Thursday night and runs through Saturday night. We will have a speaker 
on both Friday and Saturday evenings along with door prize giveaways. 
Thursday night and runs through Saturday night. We will have a speaker 

Registration information will be posted on the DSSP website - http://
on both Friday and Saturday evenings along with door prize giveaways. 
Registration information will be posted on the DSSP website - http://
on both Friday and Saturday evenings along with door prize giveaways. 

chartmarker.tripod.com/sunset.htm
Registration information will be posted on the DSSP website - http://
chartmarker.tripod.com/sunset.htm
Registration information will be posted on the DSSP website - http://
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There is now a newly created Yahoo email discussion group called  
“Astrophotographers of Santa Fe” freely available to anyone. It’s  primary 
There is now a newly created Yahoo email discussion group called  
“Astrophotographers of Santa Fe” freely available to anyone. It’s  primary 
There is now a newly created Yahoo email discussion group called  

goal was to group together astro imagers within Santa Fe  county, but 
“Astrophotographers of Santa Fe” freely available to anyone. It’s  primary 
goal was to group together astro imagers within Santa Fe  county, but 
“Astrophotographers of Santa Fe” freely available to anyone. It’s  primary 

anyone is welcome to join and may benefi t from  astrophotography-
goal was to group together astro imagers within Santa Fe  county, but 
anyone is welcome to join and may benefi t from  astrophotography-
goal was to group together astro imagers within Santa Fe  county, but 

specifi c topics ranging from image processing  techniques to simply 
anyone is welcome to join and may benefi t from  astrophotography-
specifi c topics ranging from image processing  techniques to simply 
anyone is welcome to join and may benefi t from  astrophotography-

organizing imaging sessions with individuals  around you and everything 
specifi c topics ranging from image processing  techniques to simply 
organizing imaging sessions with individuals  around you and everything 
specifi c topics ranging from image processing  techniques to simply 

in between. We look forward to any new  subscribers looking to participate 
organizing imaging sessions with individuals  around you and everything 
in between. We look forward to any new  subscribers looking to participate 
organizing imaging sessions with individuals  around you and everything 

such a forum. Thank you.
in between. We look forward to any new  subscribers looking to participate 
such a forum. Thank you.
in between. We look forward to any new  subscribers looking to participate 

URL: http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Astro_Santa_Fe/
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The Enchanted Skies Star Party, acclaimed for its excellent dark skies and outstanding 
daytime programs for the past decade, is expanding to a fi ve-day schedule for 2004 to 
The Enchanted Skies Star Party, acclaimed for its excellent dark skies and outstanding 
daytime programs for the past decade, is expanding to a fi ve-day schedule for 2004 to 
The Enchanted Skies Star Party, acclaimed for its excellent dark skies and outstanding 

make room for new, hands-on workshops and a full night of observing above 10,000 
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For more information on the Eleventh Annual Enchanted Skies Star Party, see the Web 
site, at:

 http://www.socorro-nm.com/starparty
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Contact: Dave Finley
(505) 835-7302
Contact: Dave Finley
(505) 835-7302
Contact: Dave Finley

dfi nley@nrao.edu

The Enchanted Skies Star Party
P.O. Box 743
Socorro, New Mexico  87801

✩

✩
✩
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Barry Spletzer
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because it stays the same when we stand still.  Right 
ascension is fi xed to the stars but the rotation of the earth 
because it stays the same when we stand still.  Right 

makes the stars, and consequently the right ascension 
of the part of the sky we see change with time.  A very 
makes the stars, and consequently the right ascension 
of the part of the sky we see change with time.  A very 
makes the stars, and consequently the right ascension 

handy concept is local sidereal time (LST) which is the 
of the part of the sky we see change with time.  A very 
handy concept is local sidereal time (LST) which is the 
of the part of the sky we see change with time.  A very 

right ascension of the meridian (the line passing straight 
handy concept is local sidereal time (LST) which is the 
right ascension of the meridian (the line passing straight 
handy concept is local sidereal time (LST) which is the 

overhead in the sky from south to north).  If you know 
right ascension of the meridian (the line passing straight 
overhead in the sky from south to north).  If you know 
right ascension of the meridian (the line passing straight 

LST, you can tell whether or not a certain object is visible.  
overhead in the sky from south to north).  If you know 
LST, you can tell whether or not a certain object is visible.  
overhead in the sky from south to north).  If you know 

Because the pattern of the stars changes once per day and 
LST, you can tell whether or not a certain object is visible.  
Because the pattern of the stars changes once per day and 
LST, you can tell whether or not a certain object is visible.  

once per year, it is relatively simple to derive a formula to 
Because the pattern of the stars changes once per day and 
once per year, it is relatively simple to derive a formula to 
Because the pattern of the stars changes once per day and 

determine you local sidereal time anywhere, anytime:
once per year, it is relatively simple to derive a formula to 
determine you local sidereal time anywhere, anytime:
once per year, it is relatively simple to derive a formula to 

    

Here, M is the month (e.g., January=1, October=10), D is the 
day of the month, T is the local time on a 24 hour clock, Z 
Here, M is the month (e.g., January=1, October=10), D is the 
day of the month, T is the local time on a 24 hour clock, Z 
Here, M is the month (e.g., January=1, October=10), D is the 

is the time zone (e.g., MST = 7, MDT = 6, CST = 6, CDT = 
day of the month, T is the local time on a 24 hour clock, Z 
is the time zone (e.g., MST = 7, MDT = 6, CST = 6, CDT = 
day of the month, T is the local time on a 24 hour clock, Z 

5, PST = 8, PDT = 7), L is your longitude in degrees.  For 
is the time zone (e.g., MST = 7, MDT = 6, CST = 6, CDT = 
5, PST = 8, PDT = 7), L is your longitude in degrees.  For 
is the time zone (e.g., MST = 7, MDT = 6, CST = 6, CDT = 

Albuquerque or GNTO, it simplifi es to:
5, PST = 8, PDT = 7), L is your longitude in degrees.  For 
Albuquerque or GNTO, it simplifi es to:
5, PST = 8, PDT = 7), L is your longitude in degrees.  For 

    

Where DS is for daylight savings (Yes=1, No=0).  For 
example, the local sidereal time at 10 PM on February 12 
Where DS is for daylight savings (Yes=1, No=0).  For 
example, the local sidereal time at 10 PM on February 12 
Where DS is for daylight savings (Yes=1, No=0).  For 

is:

The initial result, 31.7 required that 24 hours be subtracted The initial result, 31.7 required that 24 hours be subtracted 
to fall into the required 0-24 hour range.  Once you know 
The initial result, 31.7 required that 24 hours be subtracted 
to fall into the required 0-24 hour range.  Once you know 
The initial result, 31.7 required that 24 hours be subtracted 

the LST, it’s easy to keep track of it throughout the night, it 
to fall into the required 0-24 hour range.  Once you know 
the LST, it’s easy to keep track of it throughout the night, it 
to fall into the required 0-24 hour range.  Once you know 

advances one hour each hour.  
the LST, it’s easy to keep track of it throughout the night, it 
advances one hour each hour.  
the LST, it’s easy to keep track of it throughout the night, it 

What good is all this?  By knowing the LST you can tell if 
an object is visible.  For example, Orion is at right ascension 
What good is all this?  By knowing the LST you can tell if 
an object is visible.  For example, Orion is at right ascension 
What good is all this?  By knowing the LST you can tell if 

4:30, so with a LST of 6:30, Orion is 2 hours (30 degrees) 
an object is visible.  For example, Orion is at right ascension 
4:30, so with a LST of 6:30, Orion is 2 hours (30 degrees) 
an object is visible.  For example, Orion is at right ascension 

past (west) of your meridian.  Of course, the farther south 
4:30, so with a LST of 6:30, Orion is 2 hours (30 degrees) 
past (west) of your meridian.  Of course, the farther south 
4:30, so with a LST of 6:30, Orion is 2 hours (30 degrees) 

you go, the closer an object must be to the meridian to be 
past (west) of your meridian.  Of course, the farther south 
you go, the closer an object must be to the meridian to be 
past (west) of your meridian.  Of course, the farther south 

visible.  Omega Centauri (the spectacular globular cluster) 
you go, the closer an object must be to the meridian to be 
visible.  Omega Centauri (the spectacular globular cluster) 
you go, the closer an object must be to the meridian to be 

never gets more than a few degrees above the horizon, so 
visible.  Omega Centauri (the spectacular globular cluster) 
never gets more than a few degrees above the horizon, so 
visible.  Omega Centauri (the spectacular globular cluster) 

with its RA of 13:30 you need to look for it somewhere 
never gets more than a few degrees above the horizon, so 
with its RA of 13:30 you need to look for it somewhere 
never gets more than a few degrees above the horizon, so 

near a LST of 13:30.  From above, February 12 at 10 PM 
with its RA of 13:30 you need to look for it somewhere 
near a LST of 13:30.  From above, February 12 at 10 PM 
with its RA of 13:30 you need to look for it somewhere 

gives a LST of 6:30.  
near a LST of 13:30.  From above, February 12 at 10 PM 

gives a LST of 6:30.  
near a LST of 13:30.  From above, February 12 at 10 PM 

Each month, the LST 
gives a LST of 6:30.  
Each month, the LST 
gives a LST of 6:30.  

advances 2 hours so 
3 1/2 months past 
February 10 (around 
3 1/2 months past 
February 10 (around 
3 1/2 months past 

May 25) Omega 
February 10 (around 
May 25) Omega 
February 10 (around 

Centauri will be 
May 25) Omega 
Centauri will be 
May 25) Omega 

visible at 11 PM (I 
added an extra hour 
for daylight savings).
Hopefully this 
for daylight savings).
Hopefully this 
for daylight savings).

brief foray into the 
Hopefully this 
brief foray into the 
Hopefully this 

coordinates of the 
brief foray into the 
coordinates of the 
brief foray into the 

stars has given some 
feel for how to fi nd 
stars has given some 
feel for how to fi nd 
stars has given some 

your way around the 
sky.  As I mentioned, 
your way around the 
sky.  As I mentioned, 
your way around the 

next time I will get 
sky.  As I mentioned, 
next time I will get 
sky.  As I mentioned, 

into some details 
next time I will get 
into some details 
next time I will get 

about how this 
marvelous and fi xed 
system of coordinates 
may be marvelous 
system of coordinates 
may be marvelous 
system of coordinates 

but it is certainly not 
may be marvelous 
but it is certainly not 
may be marvelous 

fi xed.
but it is certainly not 
fi xed.
but it is certainly not 

Figure 1.
The constellaiton Draco 
with all its nooks and 
crannies.
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M i n u t e s 
 o f 
 t h e 
 B o a r d
Elizabeth Burki

Minutes: TAAS Board of Directors Meeting, March 4, 2004

Present: Dale Murray, Heather Mann, Shannon Mann, 
Peter Eschman, Elizabeth Burki, Robert Hufnagle, 
Present: Dale Murray, Heather Mann, Shannon Mann, 
Peter Eschman, Elizabeth Burki, Robert Hufnagle, 
Present: Dale Murray, Heather Mann, Shannon Mann, 

Gordon Pegue, Rebecca Purvis, Larry Cash, Ray Collins.  
Peter Eschman, Elizabeth Burki, Robert Hufnagle, 
Gordon Pegue, Rebecca Purvis, Larry Cash, Ray Collins.  
Peter Eschman, Elizabeth Burki, Robert Hufnagle, 

Excused: Judy Stanley
Gordon Pegue, Rebecca Purvis, Larry Cash, Ray Collins.  
Excused: Judy Stanley
Gordon Pegue, Rebecca Purvis, Larry Cash, Ray Collins.  

I. Correction to minutes: None

II. Treasurer’s Report: Shannon submitted latest 
account summaries.  Barry Spletzer has been repaid 

Treasurer’s Report: Shannon submitted latest 
account summaries.  Barry Spletzer has been repaid 

Treasurer’s Report: Shannon submitted latest 

for his “Sidereal Times” expenses and the bulk mail 
account summaries.  Barry Spletzer has been repaid 
for his “Sidereal Times” expenses and the bulk mail 
account summaries.  Barry Spletzer has been repaid 

account has been paid up for six months.  Discrepancies 
for his “Sidereal Times” expenses and the bulk mail 
account has been paid up for six months.  Discrepancies 
for his “Sidereal Times” expenses and the bulk mail 

in subscription costs have been resolved. The TAAS 
account has been paid up for six months.  Discrepancies 
in subscription costs have been resolved. The TAAS 
account has been paid up for six months.  Discrepancies 

membership list will be reviewed to fi nd lapsed 
in subscription costs have been resolved. The TAAS 
membership list will be reviewed to fi nd lapsed 
in subscription costs have been resolved. The TAAS 

members who are still receiving the “Sidereal Times” 
membership list will be reviewed to fi nd lapsed 
members who are still receiving the “Sidereal Times” 
membership list will be reviewed to fi nd lapsed 

newsletters.  Suggestion was made to mention the 
members who are still receiving the “Sidereal Times” 
newsletters.  Suggestion was made to mention the 
members who are still receiving the “Sidereal Times” 

names of TAAS donors at the General Meeting as a 
newsletters.  Suggestion was made to mention the 
names of TAAS donors at the General Meeting as a 
newsletters.  Suggestion was made to mention the 

way of publicly thanking them and to encourage other 
names of TAAS donors at the General Meeting as a 
way of publicly thanking them and to encourage other 
names of TAAS donors at the General Meeting as a 

members to contribute to special funds within the 
way of publicly thanking them and to encourage other 
members to contribute to special funds within the 
way of publicly thanking them and to encourage other 

organization.

III. Retrospect: Los Griegos school star party was 
rained out.  There was a low turnout for the Monte Vista 

Retrospect: Los Griegos school star party was 
rained out.  There was a low turnout for the Monte Vista 

Retrospect: Los Griegos school star party was 

star party despite having clear skies.

IV. Correspondence: Ray Collins received a 
phone call from the Astronomy Society of the Pacifi c 

Correspondence: Ray Collins received a 
phone call from the Astronomy Society of the Pacifi c 

Correspondence: Ray Collins received a 

requesting information on public educational material.  
phone call from the Astronomy Society of the Pacifi c 
requesting information on public educational material.  
phone call from the Astronomy Society of the Pacifi c 

Ray referred them to Judy Stanley.  An astronomy 
requesting information on public educational material.  
Ray referred them to Judy Stanley.  An astronomy 
requesting information on public educational material.  

group in Nepal contacted Dale Murray also requesting 
Ray referred them to Judy Stanley.  An astronomy 
group in Nepal contacted Dale Murray also requesting 
Ray referred them to Judy Stanley.  An astronomy 

information on educational outreach.  Dale forwarded 
group in Nepal contacted Dale Murray also requesting 
information on educational outreach.  Dale forwarded 
group in Nepal contacted Dale Murray also requesting 

their request to Jody Forster who has spent considerable 
time in Nepal. 
their request to Jody Forster who has spent considerable 
time in Nepal. 
their request to Jody Forster who has spent considerable 

V. Prospect: March 6th general meeting will 
feature a guest speaker from Canada discussing light as 

Prospect: March 6th general meeting will 
feature a guest speaker from Canada discussing light as 

Prospect: March 6th general meeting will 

particles. Gordon Pegue will bring his LCD projector.  It 
feature a guest speaker from Canada discussing light as 
particles. Gordon Pegue will bring his LCD projector.  It 
feature a guest speaker from Canada discussing light as 

was suggested that TAAS apply for a grant to purchase 
particles. Gordon Pegue will bring his LCD projector.  It 
was suggested that TAAS apply for a grant to purchase 
particles. Gordon Pegue will bring his LCD projector.  It 

an LCD projector for meeting use.
was suggested that TAAS apply for a grant to purchase 
an LCD projector for meeting use.
was suggested that TAAS apply for a grant to purchase 

VI. Committee Reports:
a. Membership: no report

Committee Reports:
Membership: no report
Committee Reports:

b. GNTO:  The committee met on 2/26/04.   
Membership: no report
GNTO:  The committee met on 2/26/04.   
Membership: no report

i. Upcoming events: GNTO equinox picnic and 
training scheduled for 3/13/03.  The picnic will start at 

Upcoming events: GNTO equinox picnic and 
training scheduled for 3/13/03.  The picnic will start at 

Upcoming events: GNTO equinox picnic and 

4:30; training at 5:45 and Karen Keese will offer a tour 
training scheduled for 3/13/03.  The picnic will start at 
4:30; training at 5:45 and Karen Keese will offer a tour 
training scheduled for 3/13/03.  The picnic will start at 

of the constellations at 7:30.  The Messier Marathon is 
4:30; training at 5:45 and Karen Keese will offer a tour 
of the constellations at 7:30.  The Messier Marathon is 
4:30; training at 5:45 and Karen Keese will offer a tour 

scheduled for 3/20/04 with 4/17/04 as a fallback date.
ii. The dome improvements are going well as are 
the improvements to the Isengard drive-motor system.  

The dome improvements are going well as are 
the improvements to the Isengard drive-motor system.  

The dome improvements are going well as are 

Still awaiting some parts from the distributor.
the improvements to the Isengard drive-motor system.  
Still awaiting some parts from the distributor.
the improvements to the Isengard drive-motor system.  

iii. Larry Cash will fi nd out more about commercial 
Still awaiting some parts from the distributor.

Larry Cash will fi nd out more about commercial 
Still awaiting some parts from the distributor.

distribution of the screen saver.  There have been 
mixed results with attempts to post the screen saver 
information on web sites, news groups and list serves.  
mixed results with attempts to post the screen saver 
information on web sites, news groups and list serves.  
mixed results with attempts to post the screen saver 

iv. An assets inventory has begun and will be 
information on web sites, news groups and list serves.  

An assets inventory has begun and will be 
information on web sites, news groups and list serves.  

completed by the end of March
An assets inventory has begun and will be 

completed by the end of March
An assets inventory has begun and will be 

c. Grants and Income: Fund raising: No word as yet 
completed by the end of March

Grants and Income: Fund raising: No word as yet 
completed by the end of March

from Home Depot or PNM on matching-funds grants.  
Grants and Income: Fund raising: No word as yet 

from Home Depot or PNM on matching-funds grants.  
Grants and Income: Fund raising: No word as yet 

Pete would like to re-start an Intel grant application 
from Home Depot or PNM on matching-funds grants.  
Pete would like to re-start an Intel grant application 
from Home Depot or PNM on matching-funds grants.  

and will contact Barry Spletzer for assistance with the 
Pete would like to re-start an Intel grant application 
and will contact Barry Spletzer for assistance with the 
Pete would like to re-start an Intel grant application 

application to Intel.  Will also ask Barry for help with 
and will contact Barry Spletzer for assistance with the 
application to Intel.  Will also ask Barry for help with 
and will contact Barry Spletzer for assistance with the 

contacting Sandia Labs for grant support.
application to Intel.  Will also ask Barry for help with 
contacting Sandia Labs for grant support.
application to Intel.  Will also ask Barry for help with 

d.
contacting Sandia Labs for grant support.
d.
contacting Sandia Labs for grant support.

Education: Becky Purvis stated that there will be 
contacting Sandia Labs for grant support.

Education: Becky Purvis stated that there will be 
contacting Sandia Labs for grant support.

a star party at Jackson Middle School on 3/11/04 and a 
Education: Becky Purvis stated that there will be 

a star party at Jackson Middle School on 3/11/04 and a 
Education: Becky Purvis stated that there will be 

“scopes only” outreach to the Eastern Hills Christian 
a star party at Jackson Middle School on 3/11/04 and a 
“scopes only” outreach to the Eastern Hills Christian 
a star party at Jackson Middle School on 3/11/04 and a 

Academy on 3/18/04.  The education laptop computer 
“scopes only” outreach to the Eastern Hills Christian 
Academy on 3/18/04.  The education laptop computer 
“scopes only” outreach to the Eastern Hills Christian 

has arrived. The projector is back-ordered.
Academy on 3/18/04.  The education laptop computer 
has arrived. The projector is back-ordered.
Academy on 3/18/04.  The education laptop computer 

VII. Old Business: Astronomy Day.  Three options 
were offered: Coronado Mall (Sears Court) on 9/25/

Old Business: Astronomy Day.  Three options 
were offered: Coronado Mall (Sears Court) on 9/25/

Old Business: Astronomy Day.  Three options 

04; Albuquerque Flea Market 4/24/04; joining with 
Explora Museum on 4/24/04 as part of their fund raiser.  
04; Albuquerque Flea Market 4/24/04; joining with 
Explora Museum on 4/24/04 as part of their fund raiser.  
04; Albuquerque Flea Market 4/24/04; joining with 

Decision made to go with the Coronado Mall date of 
Explora Museum on 4/24/04 as part of their fund raiser.  
Decision made to go with the Coronado Mall date of 
Explora Museum on 4/24/04 as part of their fund raiser.  

9/25/04 with another smaller exhibit at the Flea Market 
Decision made to go with the Coronado Mall date of 
9/25/04 with another smaller exhibit at the Flea Market 
Decision made to go with the Coronado Mall date of 

some time in the late spring.

VIII.      New Business:
a. We will supplement the Lodestar production 
on 3/27/04 with planet and transit viewing on the Yale 

We will supplement the Lodestar production 
on 3/27/04 with planet and transit viewing on the Yale 

We will supplement the Lodestar production 

Observatory grounds starting at approximately 9 P.M.  
on 3/27/04 with planet and transit viewing on the Yale 
Observatory grounds starting at approximately 9 P.M.  
on 3/27/04 with planet and transit viewing on the Yale 

Alas, Mercury will have set by then.
Observatory grounds starting at approximately 9 P.M.  
Alas, Mercury will have set by then.
Observatory grounds starting at approximately 9 P.M.  

b.
Alas, Mercury will have set by then.
b.
Alas, Mercury will have set by then.

A request was made to for donations to support 
Alas, Mercury will have set by then.

A request was made to for donations to support 
Alas, Mercury will have set by then.

a Navajo fi lmmaker who is creating a documentary 
A request was made to for donations to support 

a Navajo fi lmmaker who is creating a documentary 
A request was made to for donations to support 

discussing the Navajo constellations and comparing 
a Navajo fi lmmaker who is creating a documentary 
discussing the Navajo constellations and comparing 
a Navajo fi lmmaker who is creating a documentary 

them to the Western constellations.  Decision made to 
discussing the Navajo constellations and comparing 
them to the Western constellations.  Decision made to 
discussing the Navajo constellations and comparing 

ask the requestor to present a brief description of the 
project and request donations to the “special projects 
ask the requestor to present a brief description of the 
project and request donations to the “special projects 
ask the requestor to present a brief description of the 

fund” during the next General Meeting.
project and request donations to the “special projects 
fund” during the next General Meeting.
project and request donations to the “special projects 

c. Broline Science and Engineering Fair: updated 
fund” during the next General Meeting.

Broline Science and Engineering Fair: updated 
fund” during the next General Meeting.

information still has not been received. There have 
Broline Science and Engineering Fair: updated 

information still has not been received. There have 
Broline Science and Engineering Fair: updated 

been no reviewers for the “Sky Tools 2” astronomy 
observing software. We will re-announce the request at 
been no reviewers for the “Sky Tools 2” astronomy 
observing software. We will re-announce the request at 
been no reviewers for the “Sky Tools 2” astronomy 

the General Meeting. 
observing software. We will re-announce the request at 
the General Meeting. 
observing software. We will re-announce the request at 

d.
the General Meeting. 
d.
the General Meeting. 

Dark Sky Conference: Suggestion made that we 
the General Meeting. 

Dark Sky Conference: Suggestion made that we 
the General Meeting. 

participate in a program but not be in charge of the 
Dark Sky Conference: Suggestion made that we 

participate in a program but not be in charge of the 
Dark Sky Conference: Suggestion made that we 

over-all production. 
participate in a program but not be in charge of the 
over-all production. 
participate in a program but not be in charge of the 

e. Flea Market outreach: Manager of the Flea 
over-all production. 

Flea Market outreach: Manager of the Flea 
over-all production. 

Market is more than willing to accommodate us at any 
Flea Market outreach: Manager of the Flea 

Market is more than willing to accommodate us at any 
Flea Market outreach: Manager of the Flea 

time and will waive the usual “table” fees. 
Market is more than willing to accommodate us at any 
time and will waive the usual “table” fees. 
Market is more than willing to accommodate us at any 

IX. Meeting adjourned at 9:09 P.M.

Minutes submitted by Ray Collins.
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 SOCIETY STAFF
Board of Directors - board@taas.orgBoard of Directors - board@taas.org TelephoneTelephone                 E-mail Address

•President Dale Murray 296-2479 (H)) Dale@taas.org president@taas.org   
•Vice President/Gen Mtg Coord Heather Mann 771-0126 (H) Heather@taas.org vp@taas.org
•Secretary Elizabeth Burki 254-0674 (H) Elizabeth@taas.org secretary@taas.org
•Treasurer/Membership Services Shannon Mann 771-0126 (H) Shannon@taas.org treasurer@taas.org
Director/Observatory  Director Pete Eschman 873-1517 (H) Pete@taas.org gnto@taas.org
Director/Membership Director Judy Stanley 896-0040 (H) Judy@taas.org membership@taas.org
Director Bob Hufnagel 890-8122 (H) Bob@taas.org  
Director Larry Cash 299-4686 (H) Larry@taas.org
Director Ray Collins 344-9686(H) Ray@taas.org
Director Rebecca Purvis 877-2517 (H) Rebecca@taas.org
Director Gordon Pegue 332-2591 (H) Gordon@taas.org

                      TAAS Positions TelephoneTelephone            E-mail Address

Events Coordinator Neil Goldberg 798-1958 (H) events_coord@taas.org
Public Relations Offi cer Karen Keese 261-0040 (C) pr@taas.org
Education /TAAS Web Master Sammy Lockwood 275-0258 (H) educaton_coord@taas.org webmaster@taas.org
Newsletter Editor Dan Richey 286-7993 (H) editor@taas.org
Telescope Curator Barry Spletzer 294-4601 (H) telescope_loans@taas.org
TAAS Archivist Pat Appel 292-0463 (H) archivist@taas.org
TAAS Librarian Dawn Gray 856-2054 (H) librarian@taas.org
ATM Coordinator Ray Collins 344-9686 (H) atm@taas.org
ATM Coordinator Michael Pendley 2960549 (H) atm@taas.org1
UNM Observatory Coordinator Jay Harden 2960537 (H) unm_coord@taas.org
Explorer Post 110 Advisor Mark Kroska 884-9108 (H) post110_advisor@taas.org

Free Telescope OfferFree Telescope Offer
What’s that?  Did you say Free?  That’s right FREE! 

Any TAAS member can use this coupon  to borrow a TAAS telescope. 
Contact Barry Spletzer at  telescope_loans@taas.org or 294-4601 and                  

receive a loaner telescope absolutely free.  You can choose from scopes with   
apertures ranging  from 6” to 13”.

Some restrictions apply.  Offer valid for current TAAS members.  Offer is fi rst 
come fi rst served.  Late comers will be put on a waiting list.   Neither TAAS nor 

the telescope curators will be held liable for any lost sleep or other  problems 
arising from the use of TAAS scopes. 

Borrowers are required to enjoy the telescopes.

✭

✭

✭✭✭✭✭

C l a s s i f i e d 
 A d s •  Stories Sought for TAAS.org. TAAS.org is seeking original 
stories, written by local astronomers, to include on our website.  All 

Stories Sought for TAAS.org.
stories, written by local astronomers, to include on our website.  All 

Stories Sought for TAAS.org. TAAS.org is seeking original 
stories, written by local astronomers, to include on our website.  All 

TAAS.org is seeking original 

stories must be astronomically related and locally written.  Examples 
stories, written by local astronomers, to include on our website.  All 
stories must be astronomically related and locally written.  Examples 
stories, written by local astronomers, to include on our website.  All 

include observing stories, project stories, product reviews, or local 
stories must be astronomically related and locally written.  Examples 
include observing stories, project stories, product reviews, or local 
stories must be astronomically related and locally written.  Examples 

astronomical news items.  Visit our website at www.taas.org for details, 
include observing stories, project stories, product reviews, or local 
astronomical news items.  Visit our website at www.taas.org for details, 
include observing stories, project stories, product reviews, or local 

or send your stories to webmaster@taas.org
astronomical news items.  Visit our website at www.taas.org for details, 
or send your stories to webmaster@taas.org
astronomical news items.  Visit our website at www.taas.org for details, 

•   Free Meade 12” Dobsonian tube and base, including a free 
vinyl tube cover (no optics), free to any TAAS member, or to TAAS. 

including a free 
vinyl tube cover (no optics), free to any TAAS member, or to TAAS. 

including a free 

First come, fi rst served. I’m in Taylor Ranch, Albuquerque. Contact:  
vinyl tube cover (no optics), free to any TAAS member, or to TAAS. 
First come, fi rst served. I’m in Taylor Ranch, Albuquerque. Contact:  
vinyl tube cover (no optics), free to any TAAS member, or to TAAS. 

siegd@yahoo.com or 899-3706.
First come, fi rst served. I’m in Taylor Ranch, Albuquerque. Contact:  
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